
Booty Buster 
Booty Buster is a fun, energetic, low impact workout that fuses           
techniques from Dance, Pilates and Yoga. Booty Buster will not only           
tone and lift your seat, but will work your abdominals, shoulders and            
arms; strengthen your legs and back; and improve posture to produce           
a beautiful, full body toning workout! 

Butts and Guts Circuit 
This class is a central and lower body workout that focuses on your abs, back, legs, glutes                 
and core areas of the body. Bodyweight exercises (such as: squats, lunges, planks, etc)              
we’ll strengthen, condition, and tone your body. Additional equipment such as ropes,            
bands, medicine balls, kettlebells, free weights and trx will be used. Your posture and              
stamina will improve. You will feel better, look better, and learn to love the mountain               
climber exercise (ok, you may not love it). This is a great class for all fitness levels. 

Core in 30 
The muscles in the core of the body (back and abs) are the target of this workout. Body                  
weight, weights, bands, BOSU, standing, sitting, moving …. we will cover the spectrum. The              
idea of the class is to increase strength and back health. We will also explore the myths                 
and realities of 6 packs, killer abs, function and back pain. Participants should be healthy               
enough for exercise, and if experiencing any pre-existing back pain, should specifically be             
cleared for exercise by their doctor or physiotherapist.  
 
Family Yoga 
Yoga comes naturally to children and many start doing poses at a very young age. Yoga has                 
many great benefits for kids, it helps them regulate emotions, find focus, relaxation,             
self-awareness and inner fulfillment. It also promotes connectivity and self-esteem in a            
safe and non-competitive environment. Physically it can help them with their balance,            
strength, flexibility, coordination and body awareness. Classes include age appropriate          
yoga poses, breathing and movement games as well as an emphasis on interactive and              
partner poses for parents and children to do together. 
 
Fitness Fusion (multi-level) 
Get ready to sweat in this complete and total body, timed-interval workout, utilizing            
resistance and cardio training. This class starts with a challenging aerobic component, and            
then moves into intense isolation and combo resistance exercises. Sweat, Burn Calories           
and improve strength with this time-efficient workout. Cardio will accelerate your heart            
rate and weights will focus on total body strengthening including core. Half Cardio, half            
strength for a heart and muscle pumping class! Multi-level (low impact) options will be              
given if required.  



Low Impact and Sculpt 

This class is targeted at those who want to build strength, balance and flexibility as well as                 
tone. It is a low impact class and allows participants to work at a pace that is comfortable                  
for them. The atmosphere in this class is fun, no stress and non-competitive. There’s music               
and movement, but it’s not an 80’s Jane Fonda. Singles, couples, men and women – this is a                  
modern workout that isn’t boring and doesn’t require dancing prowess. Give it a try! We               
think you will love it!   

Tabata Tone 
This is a high-intensity interval workout. The format is simple: 20 seconds of all-out              
exercise, followed by 10 seconds of rest. Repeat 8 times, then rest for a full minute.                 
Designed to increase your heart rate, burn calories and build muscle. Why do we love               
Tabata? Because the 20/10 format allows us to work extra hard with time to recover. The                
result is a workout that's effective, manageable and sweaty! The bonus with this format is               
that you can work out to YOUR maximum potential. As always, if required low impact               
options will be given. After all-you can do ANYTHING for 20 seconds! Please bring              
comfortable runners, a mat, towel and water.  
 
Tennis (Learn to Play) (full session registration only) 
How many times have you gone to the courts and started playing with regular balls and                
spent more time picking up balls than actually playing? Well why not join the new wave of                 
playing tennis. This program run by a nationally certified Tennis Canada instructor will             
have you playing fun social games in one lesson. Learn a sport that can be played by all                  
ages, enjoyed as a family or with friends, and give you life-long enjoyment. 
5 week session. Equipment supplied. 
 
Yoga,  Flow Multi-level  
For those who are new to yoga and looking for a place to start learning the basic poses                  
(asanas), and also for those who would like to continue to focus on the basic poses,                
breathing, stretching, strengthening and relaxation in a comfortable, non-judgmental         
atmosphere, and at your own pace. No experience is necessary as the program will begin               
with more introductory poses that are clearly explained and broken down so that             
everyone can adjust for their body type/conditions. Please bring your own yoga mat and              
water bottle. Wear bare feet and comfortable clothing. It is best not to practice yoga on a                 
full stomach.  Straps and blocks are provided.  
 
Yoga, Power 
Power Yoga is an intense workout, vinyasa (flow) practice quickly moving through pose             
sequences linking each movement with breath. This practice includes building internal           
heat, increasing stamina, strength and flexibility. Participants should be familiar with           
basic pose technique to move into and transition out of each pose with safe technique and                
alignment. Everyone will be given an option to work at their own pace and style. Be                
prepared to sweat. 
 



Yoga, Yin 
Yin Yoga involves a deep and peaceful practice of seated and supine poses. It is a gentle                 
practice that brings many benefits. It increases flexibility, joint mobility and stability. By             
holding the series of postures it is possible to stretch and release the connective tissue of                
the joints. This helps you maintain a healthy range of motion, while leaving you feel               
renewed and restored. Slow flow of yin yoga encourages clarity and focus. It provides              
balance and allows you to relax. No experience required. Blocks and straps provided.             
Bring your own yoga mat. You may want to bring small blanket and a pillow to use as an                   
additional yoga prop. 
 
Zumba™  
The Zumba® program fuses hypnotic Latin rhythms and easy-to-follow moves to create a             
one-of-a-kind fitness program that will blow you away. The goal is simple: We want you to                
want to work out, to love working out, and to get hooked. Zumba® Fanatics achieve               
long-term benefits while experiencing an absolute blast in one exciting hour of            
calorie-burning, body-energizing, awe-inspiring movements meant to engage and        
captivate for life! The routines feature interval training sessions where fast and slow             
rhythms and resistance training are combined to tone and sculpt your body while burning              
fat. Add some Latin flavor and international zest into the mix and you've got a Zumba®                
class!  


